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Abstract
A bioenergetic model has been developed to examine growth kinetics associated with bacterial utilization
of dissolved organic matter (DOM), NH,+, and NO,-. A set of 11 metabolic reactions are used to govern
the incorporation, oxidation, and N remineralization of DOM and dissolved inorganic N associated with
bacterial growth. For each reaction, free energies and electron transfer requirements are calculated based on
the C, H, 0 , and N composition of the substrates and their concentration in the environment. From these
reactions, an optimization problem is constructed in which bacterial growth rate is maximized subject to
constraints on energetics, electron balances, substrate uptake kinetics, and bacterial C : N ratio. The optimization approach provides more information on bacterial growth kinetics than do the Monod-type models
that are typically used to describe bacterial growth. Simulations are run to examine bacterial C yield and
growth rate, N remineralization or immobilization, and substrate preferences as resource concentrations and
compositions are varied. Results from the model agree well with observations in the literature, which indicate
that the premise-of the model, that bacteria allocate resources to maximize growth rate, may be an accurate
overall description of bacterial growth. Simulations indicate that bacterial growth rate and yield are strongly
correlated to the oxidation state of the labile DOM, as determined from its bulk elemental composition.
Furthermore, the model demonstrates that bacterial growth cannot always be explained by a single constraint
(such as the C :N ratio of substrate), since several constraints are often active simultaneously and continuously
change with environmental conditions.

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) represents an important component of aquatic ecosystems in terms of both
the size of the compartment relative to particulate organic
matter (POM) and its impact on the functioning of microbial food webs. Consequently, many descriptive and
experimental studies have been conducted to characterize
the composition of DOM, examine its production and
utilization, understand its impact on microbial dynamics,
and determine the extent to which it supports higher trophic levels. The results of these studies have been incorporated to various extents in both simple bacterial growth
models and more complete food web models that examine DOM utilization. These models are based almost
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exclusively on Monod-type growth expressions in which
bacterial C yield (mol bacterial C/mol C consumed, also
called bacterial growth efficiency) and maximum specific
growth rate are fixed, and N uptake or excretion is determined by C and N mass balances. Although these Monod-type models have been quite useful for improving
our understanding of microbial food webs, they prove
difficult to use for detailed studies of bacterial DOM processing because they do not account for the variable energy content and oxidation state ofDOM. Here we present
a new, bioenergetically based model for describing bacterial utilization of DOM based on growth rate optimization subject to constraints on energy, redox reactions,
substrate uptake kinetics, and the C : N ratio of bacteria.
It is well known that bacteria are primarily responsible
for the processing of DOM in aquatic environments
(Wright and Hobbie 1966; Azam and Hodson 1977) and
that the efficiency with which bacteria utilize dissolved
organic C (DOC) is an important factor governing the
flow of C and energy through the microbial food web that
leads to higher trophic levels (Azam et al. 1983; Ducklow
et al. 1986; Sherr et al. 1987; Turner and Roff 1993). The
extent to which dissolved organic N (DON) is reminer-
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alized or dissolved inorganic N (DIN) is immobilized by
bacteria is also tightly coupled to DOM processing (Carlsson and Graneli 1993). Because phytoplankton directly
compete with bacteria for DIN (Bratbak and Thingstad
1985; Stone 1990; Caron et al. 1988), it seems probable
that the quality and quantity of DOM directly affects the
dynamics of the entire food web, especially in estuarine
and coastal environments, where allochthonous inputs
are high. In this study, DOM quality refers to characteristics such as the C : N ratio, energy content, oxidation
state, and the fraction of DOM that is labile (i.e. available
to bacteria).
To assess how DOM is processed by microbial food
webs, we must know the fraction of DOM subject to
bacterial degradation over a characteristic time of interest
(e.g. the residence time of an estuary or continental shelf),
the rate of DOM consumption, the efficiency of DOC
incorporation into bacterial biomass (i.e. bacterial C yield),
and the extent of DON remineralization or DIN immobilization associated with DOM utilization. To quantify each of these processes for a particular ecosystem, the
DOM must be characterized, for which two main approaches exist: chemical analysis and bioassay. Although
significant improvements have been made in characterizing DOM by chemical analysis (Benner et al. 1992;
Perdue 1984; Malcolm 1990), such techniques are currently unable to distinguish labile from refractory DOM.
Consequently, microbial ecologists use bioassay techniques (Kirchman et al. 199 1: Amon and Benner 1994)
as the preferred method to determine biological availability of DOM.
Identification of the constituents, sources, and sinks of
labile DOM is an active area of research. Low-molecularweight compounds, such as amino acids, sugars, and organic acids, are readily assimilated by bacteria, as are
easily degraded polymers (Amon and Benner 1994). Utilization of these low-molecular-weight compounds is the
focus of our model. Production of these compounds by
processes such as enzyme hydrolysis (Smith et al. 1992),
ultraviolet radiation (Mopper et al. 199 I), direct excretion
(Williams 1990; Wood and \,an Valen l99O), sloppy feeding (Taylor et al. 1985), and cell lysis from viral attack
(Steward et al. 1992) will not be considered in this study,
although it is clear such processes are important (Billen
et al. 1990).
To quantify many of the bacterial processes involved
in DOM utilization, bioassay studies have been conducted to examine bacterial C yield (Kroer 1993; Linley
and Newell 1984; Bjerrnsen 1986; Goldman et al. l987),
N utilization (Tupas and Koike 199 1; Jerrgensen et al.
1993; Kirchman et al. 1989; Wheeler and Kirchman 1986;
Goldman and Dennett 199 I), and lability of DOM (Amon
and Benner 1994; Kirchman et al. 199 1) under a variety
of environmental conditions. These studies have shown
that bacterial C yield can range from <jO/oto >90°/o and
that there is also a wide range of N utilization from both
net N immobilization to net remineralization. However,
owing to the lack of DOM chemical characterization, the
causes of such significant variations in bacterial growth
kinetics and growth processes remain unclear.

Because of the broad range of results that have been
observed and the chemical complexity of DOM, conceptual models that attempt to describe general bacterial
growth kinetics have been slow to develop. Most models
for bacterial N processing are based on mass balance
constraints that require knowledge of bacterial C yield
(Goldman et al. 1987; Linley and Newel1 1984). No models exist to predict bacterial C yield in natural environments, although such models have been developed for
bacterial axenic cultures growing on defined medium
(Heijnen and van Dijken 1992). As a result, most microbial food web models define bacterial yield as a constant,
and either do not incorporate C and N coupling (Pace et
al. 1984; Moran et al. 1988) or base such coupling on
elemental balances only (Fasham et al. 1990; Taylor and
Joint 1990; Moloney and Field 199 1). Whether such simplifications are good approximations to reality depends
on the focus of the study, but it is clear from bioassay
experiments that these model "constants" are quite variable in nature. Furthermore, if a model is intended to
examine the effects of DOM quality on its processing,
then simple Monod-like growth models are inadequate.
Here, we do not examine a complete food web model,
but rather focus entirely on bacterial utilization of DOM
and DIN. The Monod-type expressions typically used to
describe bacterial growth and nutrient uptake are replaced
by a simple set of metabolic pathways that represent the
processing of DOM and DIN into bacterial biomass. Reaction rates for the pathways are obtained by solving an
optimization problem in which bacterial growth rate is
maximized subject to constraints on energy, electron
transfers, substrate kinetics, and biomass composition.
This approach is similar to that developed by Anderson
(1992), except a more generalized metabolism is used,
redox reactions are accounted for, and the optimization
problem eliminates the need to include numerous explicit
equations for substrate preferences. The optimization approach itself is a rigorous implementation of the principles developed by Bloom et al. (1 985) to explain resource
limitations in plants. Similarities to Lassiter's (1986) work
on ecosystem metabolism are also evident.
The model permits predictions of bacterial C yield,
growth rate, and N processing. The model also is somewhat of a bridge between chemical and biological characterization of DOM in that basic information on DOM
chemical characteristics is used to predict how bacteria
will process the material. Results from our simulations
employing various substrates indicate that the oxidation
state of the substrate largely governs its processing by
bacteria. Furthermore, the model demonstrates that bacterial growth cannot always be explained by a single constraint (such as the C : N ratio of the substrate), since
resources are allocated such that several (or all) constraints are often active concurrently.

Model development
The model presented here focuses on bacterial utilization of DOM, nitrate, and ammonium for growth. DOM
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is represented by three compartments: dissolved labile C
and N (DLCN)-containing material, dissolved labile carbon (DLC)-containing material, and dissolved refractory
C and N (DRCN)-containing material. An underlying
rationale used in the model development is that the labile
pools are made up of small molecules (or macromolecules
that are easily hydrolyzed) that form the building blocks
for bacterial biosynthesis. For simplicity, POM is not
currently included in the model, but could be similarly
represented in three compartments. The six compartments and their interconnections are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Pathways leading from DRCN into the labile pools (DLCN
and DLC) and the bacterial mortality pathway are specified by simple first-order kinetics and are only included
for closure and for later integration into more complete
food web models.
Metabolic reactions- Bacterial utilization of organic and
inorganic nutrients is governed by a condensed set of
metabolic reactions (Table 1) in which the rates (r,) are
the desired unknowns. Mass balances are constructed for
C and N flows only; however, C, H, 0 , and N composition
of DOM is required to determine energy released from
oxidation of the substrates and for balancing redox reactions (discussed below). If we view bacterial metabolism as a "black box," the DLCN pool (i.e. nitrogenous
DOM) can be processed in four distinct ways: complete
incorporation of both C and N into biomass (r,,); incorporation of C, but excretion of N as NH4+ (r,,); incorporation of N, but oxidation of C to CO, (r,,); and complete oxidation of the compound to CO, and NH4+ (r,,).
Two similar reactions (rBu rB6)represent bacterial utilization of the carbohydrate-like pool (DLC). Ammonium
can be either incorporated into biomass (r,,) or oxidized
to nitrate (rB8),whereas only one reaction is included for
nitrate-incorporation into bacteria (r,,). A respiratory
reaction is also included (rBlo),but discussion of electron
balancing is deferred until later. A final reaction is included to represent oxidation of stored bacterial reserves
at the expense of bacterial biomass (r,,,). Although bacterial excretion of low-molecular-weight metabolites is
possible (Jerrgensen et al. 1993), the significance of such
excretion in aquatic environments is unknown and is not
represented here. We also give in Table 1 the vectors r,
and r,, which specify the amounts of C and N leading to
bacterial biosynthesis per mole of substrate consumed.
To balance the stoichiometric reactions in Table 1, the
elemental composition and the average molecular weight
of the constituents that comprise DOM must be specified.
Because most living organisms consist primarily of proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and lipids (Morowitz
1968; Ingraham et al. 1983), we can assume that labile
material will similarly consist of such components and
that the monomers that comprise these polymers will be
likely candidates for transport across bacterial membranes and biosynthesis. Consequently, the nitrogenous
pool (DLCN) represents material with a composition similar to that of amino acids and nucleic acids, and the nonnitrogenous pool (DLC) represents material with a composition similar to that of carbohydrates and lipids. For

w
Fig. 1. Compartments and their interconnectionsassociated
with the bioenergetic model. The dissolved organic matter pools
consist of (1) labile nitrogenous (DLCN),(2) labile carbohydrate
(DLC), and (6) refractory nitrogenous (DRCN) materials. Pools
1-4 have fixed composition, whereas the composition of pools
5 (bacteria)and 6 are allowed to vary. Flows illustrated by heavy
lines are determined by bioenergetics; other flows are given by
first-order kinetics.
some simulations and as a point of reference, the composition of the DLCN pool and its free energy of formation (AGP) (Table 2) are based on the average amino
acid composition found in DOM (Zhang et al. 1992).
Glucose is often used for the DLC pool; however, compositions of either pool can be manipulated to investigate
growth on specific compounds or averaged mixtures, as
will be demonstrated. The elemental composition of bacteria is similar among genera (Roels 1980); an average
value is given in Table 2. The free energy of formation
of a bacterial cell (Table 2) is from Morowitz (1 968). The
composition of DRCN (Table 2) is based on humic substances (Rashid 1985), but it does not play a significant
role in the simulations presented here. To apply constraints to the reaction rates, we next determine both the
change in free energy associated with each reaction and
the requirements for electron acceptors or donors (i.e.
redox balances).
Reaction redox and thermodynamics -The NAD+/
NADH half-reaction is used to balance all oxidation or
reduction of substrates except for nitrification (r,,), which
is coupled directly to oxygen reduction. Oxygen is also
used as the terminal electron acceptor in respiration (r,,,).
Electron balancing is readily achieved when the reactants
and products are well defined; however, a problem arises
when dealing with poorly defined substrates, such as DOM
and bacteria. To circumvent this problem, we compare
the degree of reduction (#) of the substrates and products
(in this case, bacteria) to determine the required number
of electron transfers that must occur to balance the reaction. The degree of reduction of an organic compound
is defined as the number ofelectrons transferred to oxygen
when the substrate is oxidized to CO,, H,O, and NH,
(Minkevich and Eroshin 1973). For a compound with
elemental composition C,H,O,N, and charge 5, the degree of reduction is defined by
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Table 1. Biochemical reactions for bacterial assimilation of organic and inorganic nutrients. Free energy of reaction (AG,) and
electron pair production (AE) are based on substrates given in Table 2 at 1 mM concentration and a thermodynamic efficiency, 0,
of 20%. Also see Tables 3 and 5.
r~
Description and stoichiometry*
DLCN utilization
r,,
C and N incorporation
C,,H,,O,,N,, + aNAD+ + bacteria + aNADH + aH+
r,,
C incorporation, N excretion
C,,H,,O,,N,, + aNAD+ + bacteria + G1NH4++ aNADH + (a - 6,)Hf
rB3
C oxidation, N incorporation
C,,H,,O,,N,, + aNADf + bH20 + bacteria + culC02 + aNADH + aH+
r,,
C and N oxidation
C,,H,,O,,N,, + aNAD+ + bH20 + alC02 + G1NH,+ + aNADH + (a - 6,)Hf
DLC utilization
r,,
C incorporation
C,,H,,O,, + aNAD+ + bacteria
r,,

rc

r,

AGr
(kJ mol-l)

AE
(e- pairs)

+ aNADH + aH+

C oxidation
C,,H,,O,, + aNAD+ + bH20 + a2C0, + aNADH

Ammonium utilization
r,,
Incorporation
NH,+ + NADH + H+ + bacteria + H,O
r,,
Oxidation (nitrification)
NH4+ + 20, + NO3- + H,O + 2Hf

+ aH+

+ NAD+

Nitrate utilization
NO3- + 5NADH + 6H+ + bacteria + 4H20 + 5NADf
rB9
Respiration
rBlo NADH + H+ + 1/202+ NAD+ + H 2 0
Bacterial death (cellular oxidation)
Bacteria + aNAD+ + bH,O + a,C02 + G,NH,+ + aNADH
r,,,

+ (a - 6,)H+

* The stoichiometric coefficient a equals AE for the corresponding reaction.

+,

which reflects the valence states of the four elements. The
degree of reduction has been used extensively in studies
of bacterial stoichiometric growth (Roels 1983; Heijnen
and van Dijken 1992) and represents the relative oxidation state of the compound. Often, the degree of reTable 2. Chemical characteristics of compartments used as
the standard reference case for the bioenergetic model (see Fig.
1).

Elemental
AG;
Pool
composition
(kJ mol-I)
DLCNt
C4.6H9.202
6N~.2
-454
C6H1206
-917
DLC (glucose)
NH4+
-75.7
Ammonium
NO3-115
Nitrate
C5H902.5N
- 345
Bacteria
-$
DRCN
CmHz8xN
* Degree of reduction (see Eq. I).
t Average amino acid composition of protein.
$ Not required for bioenergetics.

+*
18.8
24
0
-8
21
-$

duction is reported on a per-C-mole basis,
by dividing
Eq: 1 by a , so that compounds of differing C content can
be readily compared. For instance, the degree of reduction
of methane is 8, whereas that of glucose is 4 per C mole.
Additionally, it has been observed that
is similar for
many different genera of bacteria and yeast, having a
value of 4.2k0.13 per C mole (Minkevich and Eroshin
1973; Roels 1980). Furthermore, because is based on
a linear combination of elements and charge, it is a conserved quantity; that is, the degree of reduction summed
over all substrates on the left-hand side of a reaction must
equal that summed over the products on the right-hand
side. Consequently, the number of electron pairs liberated
(or required) by a reaction, defined here as AE, in which
the substrate is completely converted to bacterial biomass
is given by

+,

+

The subscript 5 refers to bacteria, i to either DLCN or
DLC, and a, and $ito the carbon content and degree of
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Table 3. Equations used to calculated electron transfer pairs,
AE, for reactions given in Table 1. The quantities AE(I), AE(NR),
and AEc, represent electron transfers associated with N immobilization, nitrate reduction, and substrate oxidation, respectively.
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Table 4. Free energies of reaction associated with monomer
polymerization for the macromolecular constituents of biomass
calculated from group contribution methods (Mavrovouniotis
199 1).
AG,"

(kJ
Macromolecule
Protein
Lipidt

Monomer

mol-I)

Amino acids
Fatty acid and
glycerol
Glucose
Nucleotides

Carbohydrate
Nucleic acid

TE* Cellular
(O/o) fraction

20
21

16

-

0.55 (f,)
0.23 (f,)

24
34

31
21

0.10 (fc)
0.12 (.f,)

* Thermodynamic efficiency.

t Synthesis of fatty acids from acetate generates energy (AG," =
- 13. kJ mol-I) but requires an electron pair. The energy released is not thought to be harnessed (so it is not included),
and electron pair requirements are accounted for by Eq. 2.

AG,

=

AG,"

+ R T ln-'--

n

[RJI'

J

* Organic N remineralization-is the opposite of NH3 immobilization (rB7);incorporated carbohydrate material has a degree
of reduction of +bl - 26,.
t Assumes N is removed by transamination, in which H-C-NH,
is reversibly replaced by C=O, before compound is oxidized.
$ NO, is first reduced to ammonium before immobilization.

reduction of the respective compounds. In effect, Eq. 2
represents the amount of NADH produced (or consumed
for AE <O) to bring the substrate to the same degree of
reduction as biomass per C mole. Equations for calculating AE for each reaction are given in Table 3.
The standard Gibbs free energy of reaction (AG,", defined at pH 7.0 and 25°C for biochemical reactions) specifies the amount of energy (Wmol-') that either can be
harnessed for useful work (AG,"<O, exergonic) or is required to drive a reaction forward (AG,">O, endergonic)
when all the products and reactants are held constant at
1 M (except H + and H,O). The standard free energy of
reaction can be readily calculated from standard free energies of formation (AGP) of the products (P,) and reactants (R,), as given by

For reactions in which the products and reactants are not
at 1 M, the standard free energy of reaction is augmented
as

where [P,] and [Rj] are product and reactant concentrations, R is the gas constant, and Tis absolute temperature.
The logarithmic term (Eq. 4) also accounts for energy
expended in transporting substrates from the environment and into the cell (discussed below).
Examination of the reactions that lead to biomass synthesis reveals what seems to be a discrepancy between
the left- and right-hand sides of these reactions (Table 1).
Clearly, a mole of NH,+ alone cannot lead to a mole of
bacteria (r,,). This equation and the others involving biomass synthesis are intended to portray the incorporation
of all or part of the substrate into "biomass." Consequently, the standard approach to obtain AG," (i.e. Eq. 3)
cannot be applied. Instead, to calculate AG," for many of
the reactions listed in Table 1, we used a group contribution method (Mavrovouniotis 199 1) combined with
knowledge of the biochemical reactions involved in substrate incorporation and the bulk composition of biomass. This approach is similar to that used by Morowitz
(1 968).
The energy associated with biomass synthesis is largely
determined by the energy required for the transport of
monomers across the cell membrane and their polymerization into the four macromolecular constituents of biomass (proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids),
since oxidation or reduction of monomers has already
been accounted for (Table 3). Standard free energies of
reaction associated with the polymerization of the four
macromolecules, calculated by the group contribution
method, are listed in Table 4 along with the fraction of
bacterial biomass that they represent (Ingraham et al.
1983). The AG,"s for the biosynthetic reactions involving
DLC and DLCN (rBl,r,,, and r,,) are then determined
by weighting the AG," for the polymerization reactions
by the cellular fraction of each macromolecule (Table 4).
The AG,"s for the oxidation reactions (r,,, rB4,r,,, and
I.,,,) are calculated via Eq. 3, with NAD+ as the electron
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Table 5. Equations used to calculate free energies of reaction for reactions given in Table
1. The thermodynamic efficiency operator, 0, is given by Eq. 6 and AG, by Eq. 5.

$
AGcO(C,,HBgO,,N~i+)
= a,AGf0(C02)+ 6,AGP(NH4+)+ 'AG?(NAD+
2

-+

NADH)

+
- y,)AGP(H@)I
AG,"(NAD+ + NADH): NAD+ conversion to NADH (19.8 W mol-I)?
AG,"(I): Ammonium immobilization (-29.5 kJ mol-I)?
AG,"(NR): Nitrate reduction to ammonium by NADH (- 5 12 W mol-I)?
AG,"(AO): Ammonium oxidation to nitrate by 0, (-348 W mol-l)
AG,"(R): Oxidation of NADH to NAD+ by 0, (-271 W mol-I)?
AGP(C0,): Formation energy of CO, (-394.6 W mol-I)
AGP(HN,+): Formation energy of NH4+ (-75.73 W mol-I)
AG,"(H20): Formation energy of H 2 0 (-236.8 W mol-l)
AGP(H+): Formation energy of H + (- 39.75 W mol-I)

* A G ~ ( C , l H B l ~ 3 , 1=0AGp(DLCN)
~~~61
-

115.96,.

t Obtained by group contribution method.
acceptor (not 0,). Ammonium immobilization (rB7)proceeds by reductive amination of a-oxoglutarate, where
the AGrOis obtained via the group contribution method.
The AG: for nitrification (rB8)is calculated directly via
Eq. 3. Nitrate assimilation (r,,) proceeds first by reduction to NH,+, where the AG," is obtained by the group
contribution method, and then by immobilization (as for
r,,). The equations for calculating AG, for the 11 metabolic reactions for a given substrate C, H, 0 , and N composition and charge are summarized in Table 5 ; however,
these equations have been modified to account for transport and thermodynamic efficiency.
Free energy change associated with metabolite trans-

port across the cell membrane (AG,) is given by Eq. 4,
with AG: set to zero and [P,] and [R,] replaced by the
intracellular and extracellular substrate concentrations,
respectively. Because the concentration of many intracellular metabolites is in the millimolar range (Simon and
Azam 1989) and the concentration of extracellular substrates is in the nanomolar range (Billen et al. 1980),
metabolites are typically concentrated by a factor of lo6,
resulting in a free energy change of 34 kJ mol-I at 20°C
(for comparison, hydrolysis of 1 mol ATP releases 30.5
kJ). In the model, intracellular concentrations of all substrates are held at 1 mM, while extracellular concentrations are free to vary. We therefore assume

-
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where [E,] is the extracellular concentration of metabolite
E, in yM.
The free energy of reaction specifies the amount of
energy that can be harnessed for useful work if the process
(ie. reaction) is run reversibly. However, AG, does not
specify the actual energy the cell recovers from exergonic
reactions or the energy expended to drive endergonic reactions. Comparison between the calculated AG," for the
polymerization reactions and the actual energy expended
by the cell, obtained from actual ATP requirements
(Stouthamer 1973), reveals thermodynamic efficiencies
of 15-30% (Table 4). Consequently, the actual energy
required or recovered from a biochemical reaction is given by the following thermodynamic efficiency operator:

0 is the thermodynamic efficiency, which is held constant
in the model at 0.2 for all reactions. Because the @ operator is not distributive [i.e. @(a+ b) # @(a) @(b)],it
is always applied to each step in a series of reactions before
addition, so that O(AGrl i AG,,) is converted to @(AG,,)
I
@(AG,,).

+

Reaction constraints and optimization-The basis of
the bioenergetic model is maximization of bacterial growth
rate, which is governed by the metabolic reaction rates
(Table 1). However, the selection of the reaction rates
must comply with physics and our understanding of bacterial growth. In this section, reaction constraints dictated
by substrate kinetics, energy balance, electron conservation, and the bacterial C : N ratio are developed, and the
optimization function for bacterial growth rate is defined.
Total uptake rates of substrates from the environment
are limited by enzyme kinetics and the concentrations of
bacteria and substrates. Monod-type growth kinetics are
typically used to specify the biomass specific uptake rate
of a limiting substrate (Taylor and Joint 1990; Fasham
et al. 1990). A similar approach is taken here, except that
the kinetic expressions do not limit growth directly, but
instead limit the biochemical reaction rates associated
with the particular substrate. These kinetic constraints on
the reaction rates are given as

r ~ 5
9

a4(t)[No3-1 [bacteria],
k,,, + [NO,-I

(10)
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where k,,, is the half-saturation constant for the corresponding substrate, a,(t) is the allocated maximum uptake
rate per unit of bacterial biomass at time t associated with
each substrate, and [bacteria] is the concentration of bacteria. Fixed maximum uptake rates in the kinetic constraints are not used because organisms are able to allocate resources (i.e. uptake and processing pathways) to
substrates that enhance growth rate (Rastetter and Shaver
1992; Bloom et al. 1985). Diauxic-or biphasic-growth
observed in bacteria is a result of such reallocation of
enzymatic systems (Gottschalk 1986). These four allocation variables [al(t), . . . a,(t)] are not specified by the
user or environment, but rather become auxiliary variables that are adjusted to maximize growth rate in the
optimization problem. However, the total resources
available to bacteria are not unlimited, so the a, for the
four bacterial substrates are constrained by

where a,,, specifies the maximum resources per bacterial
biomass that can be allocated and is set so that the resulting bacterial growth rate is consistent with observations.
The reallocation of resources cannot occur instantaneously (time is required for DNA transcription, protein
synthesis, etc.), so upper and lower bounds on the rate at
which resources can be reallocated (i.e. da,/dt) are placed
on each allocation variable as

w is the time required to reallocate all resources, and

7

specifies the increment between iterations. Presently, the
respiration reaction rBlois not constrained by kinetics in
the standard model, but this can easily be modified if
oxygen limitations are imposed.
Reaction rates are constrained such that energy liberated from the exergonic reactions must be greater than
or equal to the energy consumed by the endergonic (i.e.
biosynthetic) reactions and maintenance, as given by

where me is the maintenance coefficient for bacteria, and
O is the thermodynamic efficiency operator given by Eq.
6. Similarly, electron acceptors and donors summed over
all reactions must balance exactly, so that

Although the C : N ratio for bacteria is not constant, it
does not vary beyond observed limits for viable cells.
Consequently, the relative C and N rates of biosynthesis
must be constrained between lower and upper bounds.
The rate of bacterial C synthesis is given by rgrB, while
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Table 6. State equations for bioenergetic model.

* Enough C accompanies N from bacterial and DRCN decomposition to preserve C :N stoichiometry of the DLCN pool (first two terms of eq.).
Jf Excess C associated with bacterial decomposition is partitioned into the DLC pool (first
term in eq.).
that for N biosynthesis is rGr, (the vectors r, and r, are
listed in Table 1). The composition constraints are given by

where p, and pL are the upper and lower bounds on the
bacterial C : N ratio.
For a given set of substrate and bacterial concentrations, solutions for the reaction rates (r,(t); Table 1) and
allocation variables (a(t), Eq. 7-10) can be obtained by
maximizing bacterial C and N biosynthesis rates subject
to the constraints outlined by Eq. 7-1 5. Because all functions are linear, the optimization is implemented by setting up the following linear programming (LP) problem:
Maximize: (r,T

+ pBrg)rB

rB,a

Subject to: A[:]

5

I:[

c and

2

0.

(16)

The matrix A and vector c represent the constraints embodied in Eq. 7-1 5, and p, is the average C : N ratio for
bacteria. The solution to the LP problem (Press et al.
1986) provides the 11 reaction rates (Table 1) that replace
the simple Monod-like growth equations, as well as similar substrate consumption approximations, used in most
bacterial growth models.
State equations-To complete the bacterial growth
model, a standard state model is constructed from C and
N balances around each of the six compartments following the connections illustrated in Fig. 1. The C, H, 0 ,
and N compositions of the DLCN, DLC, NH,+, and
NO,- pools are maintained at their initial values (Table
2), whereas the compositions of the DRCN and bacterial

compartments are allowed to vary. Two flows that are
not obtained from solution of the LP problem are the
mortality of bacteria and the decomposition of DRCN
into the DLCN and DLC pools. When C,and N, represent
the C and N concentrations (pM) in compartment i of
Fig. 1, the state model is given by the set of differential
equations listed in Table 6. In these equations, bacterial
mortality occurs via first-order kinetics, governed by the
rate constant m,, and is partitioned into the three organic
matter compartments. Similarly, the decomposition of
the DRCN pool into the DLCN and DLC pools is also
governed by first-order kinetics as specified by d & and
d:,,. All other flows are governed by the solution to the
linear programming problem (Eq. 16).
The algorithm implemented to obtain a solution of the
state variables at various increments is as follows. At time
t, the linear programming problem (Eq. 16) is solved
based on the current concentrations of the state variables,
C(t) and N(t). The reaction rates obtained from the optimization, r,(t), are used to set most of the flows in the
state model (Table 6), which is integrated forward in time
to obtain the concentration of the state variables at t
At, thereby completing one iteration. Fortran routines
from the SLATEC library (National Energy Software Center, Argonne, Illinois) were used to integrate the state
space model and solve the linear programming problem.
These routines were obtained from Netlib (Dongarra and
Grosse 1987).

+

Parameter values-Parameter values used for all simulations (Table 7) were chosen to be close to values typically observed for bacterial populations found in natural
environments. The maximum resource allocation value,
a,,,, of 6.0 d-I was chosen to be intermediate between
maximum growth rates observed for natural populations
(typically 0.7 d-l) and those observed for laboratory cultures (often > 16 d-l). The bacterial maintenance coef-
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ficient, me, is based on the lower range of values found
for bacteria and yeast (Stouthamer 1978).
Each of the simulations presented below is run in a
batch mode (i.e, no advection or diffusion), so that substrates soon become exhausted. Conducting simulations
in batch mode forces the model to adjust to continuously
changing environments in one run. In order for results
from the growth model to be easily analyzed, bacterial
mortality, m,, has been set to zero and the concentration
of the refractory DOM (i.e. DRCN) has also been initialized to zero in all runs.

Table 7. Parameter values used in simulations unless otherwise noted in text.
Parameter
Value
0

me
a,,,
w

k

k ,
k ,

Results

k

In this section we present results from a variety of
simulations in which environmental conditions (i.e. compartment concentrations and compositions) have been
varied or model parameters have been modified. Some
of these simulations were conducted to examine how the
model responds to a particular set of conditions, such as
DON limitation, while other simulations represent interesting results observed during the course of model development. The first two simulations investigate the effects of changing the relative concentrations of the DLCN
and DLC pools. Simulations 3 and 4 illustrate an interesting result in which the model switches from a high
substrate uptake, low-yield mode to a low substrate uptake, high-yield mode when the half-saturation constant
for DLCN uptake is increased. The last set of simulations
examines the effects of changing the degree of reduction
of the substrate.

PB

Manipulations of the labile DOM C: N ratio-The first
two simulations examine the general response of the model to different concentrations of the DLC and DLCN pools,
which affects the C : N ratio of the bulk labile pool and,
hence, N cycling. In both cases, glucose is used as the
representative compound for the labile carbohydrate pool
(DLC), while the bulk composition of an aggregated pool
of amino acids is used to represent the DLCN pool, as
given in Table 2. The first simulation (Fig. 2) shows the
response of the model when the initial concentration of
DLCN is greater than DLC, so that the total labile pool
C : N ratio is 4.8. During the first part of the simulation,
both DOM substrates are consumed concurrently (Fig.
2A, 0-0.25 d), but are processed differently. During this
period, all DLCN consumed is incorporated into biomass
(rB,),while DLC is mostly used for energy production
(r,,), although just enough C is incorporated into biomass
to satisfy bacterial C : N constraints (Fig. 2C). The ratio
of C to N incorporation throughout the simulation is
maintained at the lower bound, p,, so that the average
bacterial C : N ratio decreases continuously (Fig. 2B).
Near the point of DLC exhaustion (-0.25 d), resource
allocations shift to the uptake of DLCN only. This switching is accompanied by decreases in specific growth rate
and yield (Fig. 2B) and is reminiscent of diauxic growth
behavior (Gottschalk 1986). During the transition, the
oxidation of DLC is replaced by complete oxidation and
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Description

0.2
50
6.0
1
0.1

Thermodynamic efficiency (dimensionless)
Bacteria maintenance energy (kJ mol-I d-I)
Maximum resource allocation (d-I)
Total reallocation time (d)
Half-saturation constant for DLCN uptake
(PM)
0.1
Half-saturation constant for DLC uptake
w
!(
0.1
Half-saturation constant for NH4+ uptake
w
!(
0.1
Half-saturation constant for NO3- uptake
(PM)
5.0
Bacterial C : N ratio
5.2
Upper bound on bacterial C :N ratio
4.8
Lower bound on bacterial C : N ratio
0
Bacterial mortality rate (d-l)
0.8
Fraction of bacterial N to DLCN pool
0.1
Fraction of bacterial C to DRCN pool
0.001 Decomposition of DRCN into DLCN
0.001 Decomposition of DRCN into DLC

N remineralization of DLCN (rB4and rB2;Fig. 2C), which
results in the accumulation of NH4+(Fig. 2A). This mode
of operation continues until the exhaustion of DLCN.
Near the end of the simulation, nitrification (r,,) commences, which results in the accumulation of NO3- at
the expense of NH4+ (Fig. 2A, D). Nitrification does not
occur before this time because of its poor energy yield;
resources allocated to this process would not give the
greatest possible return. This is not to imply that heterotrophic nitrifiers exist. The nitrification reaction was added to examine the conditions under which nitrification
might occur.
In the next simulation, the relative concentrations of
DLCN and DLC are reversed, so that the labile pool
C : N ratio is 29 (Fig. 3). As before, when both substrates
are present, both DLC and DLCN are taken up concurrently with identical processing, growth rate, and yield.
However, the transition that accompanies DLCN exhaustion (Fig. 3A at -0.2 d) differs significantly from the
previous simulation. At the transition, DLCN incorporation is replaced by DLC incorporation and oxidation
(rB5and r,,) coupled with NH,+ immobilization (rB,, Fig.
3C, D). This mode proceeds until near NH,+ exhaustion
(-0.63 d), at which time NO,- uptake commences (rB9).
During this transition, there is a brief period when assimilation of both NO3- and NH,+ occurs (Fig. 3D). The
two reallocation periods are also reflected in changes in
growth rate and yield, as well as a change in the trend of
the bacterial C : N ratio following exhaustion of DLCN
(Fig. 3B). Such trends in the bacterial C : N ratio are consistent with observations on bacterial growth during periods of C limitation, N limitation, or co-limitations (Egli
199 1; Goldman and Dennett 199 1). Near the end of the
simulation, following DLC exhaustion, oxidation of bacterial biomass is observed (rBll;Fig. 3D).
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Fig. 2. Simulation 1 initialized with low concentration (1 pM) of glucose (DLC) and high
concentration (5 pM) of an amino acid mixture (DLCN: Table 2). Unless otherwise noted,
bacteria, ammonium (NH,+ ), and nitrate (NO,-) concentrations are initialized at 1, 2, and
2 pM, respectively. A. Concentrations of state variables whose compositions are given in
Table 2. B. Specific, C-based growth rate (p), bacterial carbon yield (Y, mol C bacteria/mol
C consumed), and bacterial C : N ratio (atomic). C, D. Reaction rates (pmol liter-' d-I), based
on stoichiometry given in Table 1, for reactions involved with DLCN (r,,-r,,) and DLC (r,,,
r,,) uptake (C) and ammonium (r,,, r,,) and nitrate (r,,) uptake, respiration (r,,,), and bacterial
oxidation (r,:)
(D). Model parameters are given in Table 7

Time (d)

Time (d)

Fig. '3. Simulation 2 initialized with a high concentration (5 pM) of glucose (DLC) and a
low concentration (1 pM) of amino acid mixture (DLCN). See caption of Fig. 2 for details.
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Fig. 4. Simulation 3 with phenylalanine (Phe) as the only C-containing substrate. Other
conditions as given in the caption of Fig. 2.

During the initial phase of each simulation, while both
substrates are present, N is neither immobilized nor remineralized, even though the bulk C : N ratio of the aggregated labile pools is 4.8 for the first simulation and 29
for the second simulation. Eventually, N is remineralized
or immobilized, as is expected from simple mass balances
(Goldman et al. 1987; Linley and Newel1 1984) for batch
processes. However, if the simulations were conducted
for a chemostat under conditions where neither substrate
is exhausted, N immobilization or remineralization would
not occur. Such co-substrate processing, which seems to
occur to some extent in nature (Kirchman et al. 1989;
Goldman and Dennett 1991; Egli et al. 1993), can be
important for N dynamics in environments subject to
strong advection, such as rivers and estuaries. It is also
clear from these two simulations that amino acids are the
preferred N source. Experimental support for this observation is still unclear (Goldman and Dennett 199 1;
Kirchman et al. 1989; Kirchman 1990).

Optimality and yield- An interesting result observed
in model simulations is the sensitivity of bacterial growth
kinetics to slight changes in environmental conditions or
growth parameters. To illustrate the phenomena, phenylalanine (Phe) is used as the DLCN source without any
DLC substrate. In this simulation, with the standard set
of model parameters (Table 7), Phe is initially solely consumed at a rapid rate, producing a higher growth rate
than in previous runs, but at a reduced yield (Fig. 4).
After exhaustion of Phe, nitrification explains the increase
of NO,- at the expense of NH,+. An interesting phenomenon occurs near the point of Phe exhaustion at 0.3 d.

As Phe becomes limiting, bacterial yield begins to increase significantly and both N O , and NH,+ are consumed (Fig. 4). To examine this change in more detail,
we ran another simulation in which the half-saturation
constant for DLCN uptake (kl,,) was increased to 1.0 pM,
thereby increasing the resistance to (or constraint on) Phe
uptake. With this relatively minor change, a significant
alteration in metabolism occurs (Fig. 5). In contrast to
the first run, Phe uptake rate is greatly reduced and is
accompanied by DIN uptake. Furthermore, growth rate
is slightly reduced from 6.1 to 5.4 d-l, but there is a
sizable increase in yield from 58 to 88% (Figs. 4B, 5B),
which is evident in the greater final bacterial concentration.
This increase in yield can be explained by the high
C : N ratio for Phe (C : N of 9, which is at the upper bound
for the standard amino acids). Because this C : N ratio is
significantly higher than that of bacteria (p, = 5), one
approach to optimality is to place all resources on Phe
incorporation (r,,) and C-only oxidation (rB3),so that the
C : N ratio of the resulting material conforms with the
constraints on bacterial C : N ratio. This approach results
in low bacterial yield, but so long as Phe can be consumed
at a high rate, it is the optimal choice for maximizing
growth rate when Phe uptake is saturated. The situation
changes, however, when Phe becomes limiting, as in the
second simulation. In this case, optimality involves allocation of some resources to DIN uptake to effectively
reduce the C : N ratio of Phe. Phe uptake rate is lower
owing to allocation of some resources to DIN uptake, but
because of the secondary source of N, more Phe-C can
be retained in biomass, thereby enhancing yield.
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Fig. 5 . Simulation 4: Same as simulation 3 of Fig. 4, except the half-saturation constant
for Phe uptake, k,,,, has been increased from the nominal value of 0.1 pM to 1.0 pM.

It is clear from these two simulations that resource
allocation plays a crucial role in the model. The transition
from low yield to high yield occurs when resources allocated to Phe uptake can be better utilized for DIN consumption. This transition_also occurs in the dynamics of
DIN uptake. In the second slmulation (Fig. 5A, D), NH,+
uptake is partially replaced by NO3- consumption for a
significant portion of the simulation. This change occurs
because for a given DIN uptake rate fewer resources have
to be allocated to NO3- uptake than to NH4+uptake when
the former is at a higher concentration and the half-saturation constants for both nutrients are the same. At a
certain threshold, the reduction in resources for DIN uptake associated with NO3- more than offsets the greater
energy cost in NO3- assimilation.
The switch in Phe uptake modes is a direct consequence
of maximizing the rate of growth instead of energy efficiency. Although the two optimization strategies often
overlap, maximizing growth rate can lead to preferential
uptake of a less desirable substrate if the substrate can be
consumed at a significantly higher rate than can an energyrich substrate. The main point illustrated by these two
simulations is that slight changes in uptake kinetics, which
may result from changes in population structures or substrate concentrations, can significantly affect the processing of organic matter and DIN.
Degree of substrate reduction -Because organic compounds have different elemental compositions, we ran a
set of simulations to examine the effect of substrate reduction (defined by Eq. 1) on bacterial growth kinetics.
The first compound examined, glycollate (C2H303-;qc

= 2.0), is more oxidized than is glucose (+, = 4.0) or
bacteria ($, = 4.2). Glycollate is ecologically important
in that it is a typical, if not dominant, phytoplankton
exudate (Marlowe et al. 1989; Fogg 1983). To complement glycollate, we used the average amino acid mixture
(Table 2) at low concentration for the DLCN compartment; all other parameters were kept at their previous
values (Table 7).
Results from the simulation (Fig. 6) show that processing of glycollate differs significantly from that of glucose (Fig. 3). Unlike glucose, glycollate is not utilized
while DLCN is present, so that DLCN-N is remineralized
at the start of the simulation (Fig. 6A,C). Following DLCN
depletion, uptake switches to glycollate, but the resulting
growth rate and yield are substantially reduced, and the
bacterial C : N ratio continues toward its lower bound
(Fig. 6B). These results indicate that the degree of reduction of a substrate may significantly affect bacterial growth.
To examine this effect further, we ran another simulation
involving urea.
In this simulation, urea was used as the DLCN substrate (CH,0N2; $, = 0) and glucose as the DLC source
at low concentration (Fig. 7). During the first part of the
simulation when glucose is present, urea is consumed as
the preferred N source, over NH4+, and growth rate and
yield are high, as in previous simulations. Bacterial C in
this period comes solely from glucose, since the urea-C
is oxidized (Fig. 7C, r,,). Following glucose depletion,
growth rate and yield drop to zero because urea does not
provide enough energy for growth; this is consistent with
observations (Goldman et al. 1987). Examination of the
metabolic reactions reveals that complete oxidation of
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Time (d)

Time (d)

Fig. 6. Simulation 5, with glycollate as the DLC source and the amino acid mixture as
the DLCN source (Table 2). Other conditions as given in the caption of Fig. 2.
urea (r,,) is the dominant pathway immediately following
glucose depletion, which explains the initial accumulation
of NH,+ . As the simulation proceeds, complete oxidation
of urea is slowly replaced by N remineralization from
urea (r,,), slight urea incorporation into biomass (r,,),
and a high rate of nitrificaion (r,,). From this combi-
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nation of reactions, NH,+ is both consumed and produced at the same time (r,, and rB8).
To more thoroughly investigate the impact that substrate oxidation has on bacterial yield and growth rate,
we conducted a series of simulations with individual substrates (Table 8). For each simulation, the initial substrate
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Fig. 7. Simulation 6, with urea and glucose as the DLCN and DLC substrates,respectively.
Other conditions as described in the caption of Fig. 2.
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Table 8. Substrates used to examine bacterial growth kinetics as a function of degree of reduction (I),) given by Eq. 1 and
normalized by C. Free energies of formation (AGP) are from
Thauer et al. (1977) or calculated from Mavrovouniotis (199 1).
Substrate

Composition

Urea
Oxamate
Oxalate
Adenine
Glyoxylate
Glycine
Aspartate
Asparagine
Glycollate
Arginine
Alanine
Glucose
Acetate
Lactate
Phenylalanine
Lysine
Valine
Leucine
Caproate
Palmitate

CH40N2
C2H203NC2042C5H5N5
C2H03C2H502N
C4H604N1-

C4H803N2
C2H303-

C6H1502N4+

C3H702N
C6H1206

C2H302-

C3H503-

(3
1 1 O2N
C6H1502N2+

CSHII~~N
C6H1302N
C6H1102-

C16H3102-

AGp
I)c
(kJ mol-I) (per C mol)
-213
-514
-674
+321
-474
-371
- 700
-510
-515
- 240
-372
-917
-369
-518
-207
-356
-356
-343
-338
-267

0.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.67
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.44
4.67
4.8
5.0
5.33
5.75

concentration was 400 yM and the initial concentration
of NH4+ was 100 yM. For simulations in which nitrification occurred concurrently with substrate uptake (observed when I), i l), we also_ran simulations with NO,instead of NH4+.
Results show that bacterial yield (Y) exhibits a linear
increase with the substrate's degree of reduction per C
mole (I),) (Fig. 8A) and is well described (r2 = 0.89) by
Bacterial C-specific growth rate (y d-l) (Fig. 8B) exhibits
more scatter, but appears to increase as the square of I),,
as given by (r2 = 0.86)
Scatter in the data is due to other factors that affect bacterial growth, such as the substrate's free energy of formation and the variety of elemental combinations that
yield the same I),. Substrates with high C : N ratios or
that lack N altogether must be augmented with NH4+ (or
NO,-) or C must be dissipated (i.e. oxidized), while N
in substrates with low C : N ratios must be remineralized.
The C : N ratio of a substrate (p,) is optimal when p,Y
equals p,, since neither C nor N need be dissipated (Goldman et al. 1987). Molecular weight also affects bacterial
growth kinetics because cellular transport costs (Eq. 5 )
depend on a substrate's concentration, not on its C , H,
0 , and N content. Nevertheless, it is clear from the data
that bacterial yield and growth rate appear to be largely
governed by the substrate's degree of reduction.
Published data on bacterial yield (Fig. 8A, open sym-

Degree of Reduction per C-Mole (yr c )
Fig. 8. (A) Bacterial C yield (mol C bacteria/mol C substrate
consumed) and (B) specific growth rate (d- I), based on bacterial
C, as a function of C-normalized substrate degree of reduction
(I),). Filled circles are from simulations of bacterial growth on
substrates listed in Table 8, in which the concentration of C-containing substrate was initialized at 400 yM (molecular concentration) and NH4+ and/or NO3- were initialized at 100 pM. For
oxamate and oxalate (I), = I), simulations were run with only
NH4+ or NO3- present (data enclosed by ellipses). Functions
(solid lines) were fit to model data only, and the dotted lines
specify the 95% prediction intervals. Experimental observations
of bacterial yield are shown with open symbols: 0-Billen et al.
1980; 0-Crawford et al. 1974; 0-Goldman et al. 1987; AHobbie and Crawford 1969; V-Wright and Shah 1975; 0Heijnen and van Dijken 1992.

bols) are from bioassay studies on specific compounds
(Goldman et al. 1987; Heijnen and van Dijken 1992) and
whole-system 14Ctracer studies (Wright and Shah 1975;
Crawford et al. 1974; Hobbie and Crawford 1969; Billen
et al. 1980). Although the latter data are not ideal for
making comparisons, they do provide good indication of
how individual substrates are processed in the presence
of a mixture of substrates. What few data do exist seem
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to support the relationship between yield and $, for natural systems. This relationship is also supported by work
in which a correlation between bacterial yield and the
aliphatic content of DOM was observed (Meyer 1994;
Sun 1993).

Discussion
We have developed a bioenergetic model that uses basic
principles of biochemistry, kinetics, and thermodynamics
to help us better understanding the processing of DOM
and DIN by bacteria. The model is based on the presumption that competition requires bacteria to maximize
growth rate. The overall maximization algorithm is fairly
simple and contains relatively few adjustable parameters,
but it produces a rich spectrum of results that directly
reflect the variety of environmental conditions. Growth
characteristics ofbacteria have not been directly built into
the model as they typically are in Monod-like models (i.e.
preference for NH,+ over NO,-, fixed bacterial C : N ratio, fixed bacterial C yield, fixed maximum specific growth
rate, etc.). Instead, general constraints based on first principles are specified for the processing of DOM and DIN
into biomass, and the optimization search specifies the
set of reaction rates and allocation variables that maximize growth rate for a particular set of conditions. Often,
results produced by the model were not anticipated and
they required examination to determine why a particular
set of reactions was selected as optimum. Such information can often provide insight for interpreting experimental observations. The cyrrent model implementation
is not intended to predict bacterial growth kinetics with
high precision or under all circumstances. Specific pathways regarding the processing of unique substrates are
not included; for example, in the model, plastics and
hydrocarbons would be processed as easily as lipids. Instead, the model is intended to provide a framework for
facilitating the understanding of the basic mechanisms
that might control bacterial kinetics.
Substrate limitation of bacterial growth-During the
past two decades, microbial ecologists have tried to identify the basic factors that control bacterial growth and
yield. Experimental studies have had diverse results and,
consequently, there is no agreement at present on the
primary controls of bacterial growth. This is not surprising given the variety of approaches and techniques that
have been used. Populations have been perturbed with
nontracer substrate additions (cf. Suttle et al. 199 l), with
manipulation of growth medium (cf. Kristiansen et al.
1992), and with long, closed-system incubations (cf.
Zweifel et al. 1993) that prevent continuous input of fresh
labile DOC, as occurs under in situ conditions (Coffin et
al. 1993). In many studies, investigation of the factors
that control yield was secondary to another focus, so results have been difficult to interpret. Our bioenergetic
model greatly helps in the interpretation of seemingly
disparate experimental results.
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The many responses that have been observed experimentally for bacterial growth, such as preferential use of
dissolved amino acids over glucose and NH,+ (Kirchman
1990) or vice versa (Goldman and Dennett 199 l), variable dependence on NH4+ to meet bacterial N demands
(Tupas and Koike 199 1; Jlargensen et al. 1993), and N
remineralization or immobilization (Kirchman et al.
1989), can be duplicated, at least qualitatively, with our
model. Because our modeling results indicate that bacterial response is very sensitive to environmental conditions and bacterial metabolic capabilities, it may be
necessary to precisely define the environment and bacterial consortium in order to accurately predict bacterial
response. Unless such measurements are made, experiments in which only bulk properties are measured may
be difficult to interpret or the interpretations may be over
simplified.
To make the model quantitatively match experimental
observations, differences in actual metabolic capabilities
of the bacteria, such as pathways for glucose but not hydrocarbon utilization, must be accounted for. This can
be accomplished by adjusting half-saturation constants
(k,) and placing maximums on allocation variables (a,)
for individual substrates to account for intrinsic metabolic capacities. Differences in actual kinetic parameters
are expected because it seems probable that bacterial
pathways have evolved control architectures that reflect
conditions typically encountered in the natural environment.
It is evident from the model that NH,+ is preferentially
consumed over NO,- (Fig. 3A), a trait that is consistent
with observations (Wheeler and Kirchman 1986). The
model also switches to preferential uptake of NO,' over
NH4+ when respiration (i.e. oxygen availability) is constrained (data not shown). Indeed, application of our
model to investigate bacterial utilization of alternate electron acceptors and donors that occur in anaerobic environments should be profitable.
When uptake kinetics and substrate concentrations are
similar, the model indicates that bacteria will preferentially utilize N sources as follows: amino acids, urea, ammonium. nitrate. However. subtle differences in environmental (or experimental) conditions or uptake kinetics
owing to changes in bacterial population composition can
lead to changes in these preferences. These changes occur
because maximum growth rate does not necessarily imply
utilization of the most energy-rich compounds. Other
constraints, such as substrate consumption per resource
investment (i.e. cost) and the complementation of the
elemental composition of one substrate with another, play
significant roles in the choice of the substrate(s) utilized.
Furthermore, changes in environmental conditions, such
as substrate availability, can lead to new optimums with
only slightly different growth rates, but radically different
reaction rates that produce significant alterations in bacterial yield, N processing, and substrate preferences. Consequently, it is difficult and possibly incorrect to generalize results to indicate that growth is limited by C, N,
P, temperature, or energy, since it may be that several (or
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all) limitations occur simultaneously. For example, how
should growth on Phe be described (Figs. 4, 5)? In the
first Phe simulation (Fig. 4), bacterial growth during the
initial phase (0-0.2 d) appears to be C limited, since DIN
concentration is high but is not utilized. However, examination of the reaction rates reveals that excess energy
is produced during this phase, which is inconsistent with
C-limited growth. In fact, all constraints except energy
are active in the initial phase of the Phe simulation. Hence,
optimal allocation of resources to maximize growth rate
cannot always be rationalized by a single growth limitation. A similar conclusion was reached by Bloom et al.
(1985) for resource limitations in plants.
Simple characterization of DOM to predict microbial
growth -Analysis of model results from simulations over
a range of substrates indicates that bacterial growth rate
and yield are strongly dependent on the degree of reduction ofthe substrate. Experimental data appear to support
the relationship, but the data are limited since elemental
composition of substrates in most bacterial yield studies
was not measured (Bjerrnsen 1986; Barillier and Garnier
1993). Indeed, the relationship between yield and degree
of reduction has been used in the biotechnology community (Heijnen and van Dijken 1992; Linton and Stephenson 1978), but microbial ecologists do not seem to
use this relationship because of the difficulty of measuring
the elemental composition of DOM and other environmental variables. However, this may not be an insurmountable problem, as we discuss below.
One of the subtleties associated with the relationship
between the C-normalized substrate degree of reduction
(4,) and bacterial yield ha's to do with the concept of
refractory material. Although DOM can certainly be made
refractory by steric hindrances that protect high-energy
compounds from attack by bacterial exoenzymes (Keil
and Kirchman 1994), it is also possible that refractory
DOM may consist of highly oxidized carbon compounds
that are not readily utilized by bacteria owing to their low
energy yield. Small compounds that can be readily transported across the bacterial membrane or excreted by phytoplankton should not be considered labile if they are
highly oxidized, such as oxalate and perhaps glycollate.
Ideally, one should measure the oxidation state of DOM
and not just its concentration or even its molecular weight
(sensu Benner et al. 1992; Amon and Benner 1994).
Results from the model imply that if the degree of
reduction of the substrate can be determined, then bacterial yield and perhaps growth rate can be predicted by
Eq. 17 and 18. The most direct approach to measuring
4, is to determine the C, H, 0 , and N composition of
DOM with techniques such as those developed by Perdue
(1984) and Serkiz and Perdue (1990) and to use Eq. 1.
The difficulty with this approach is that it does not distinguish between refractory and labile DOM pools and it
requires significant sample preparation. However, it is
not necessary to measure the C, H, 0 , and N composition
to determine 4,. In the DOM oxidation reaction

it is easy to show from elemental balances that $, = 4bl
a . Therefore, if DOM is chemically oxidized (either with
0, or titrated with an oxidizing agent) and there is a
quantitative measurement of CO, produced and oxidant
consumed, then the degree of substrate reduction per C
mole can be determined. This approach also measures
bulk DOM properties and therefore does not alleviate the
problem associated with labile and refractory material;
however, the approach may be easier to implement than
C, H, 0 , and N elemental analysis.
Presently, the only methods that distinguish labile and
refractory material are bioassays. If a bioassay incubation
is conducted with most of the microbial food web intact
(i.e. without filtration of eucaryotes), then a substantial
fraction of the labile DOM will be oxidized in a stepwise
manner through respiration associated with each trophic
transfer (i.e. community respiration). So long as the accumulation of POM is small compared to the loss in labile
DOM, use of Eq. 19 will provide a good approximation
to the overall process, and $, of the labile DOM will
approximate - (4ADO/ADIC), where ADO and ADIC are
the changes in dissolved oxygen and dissolved inorganic
carbon during the incubation. For bioassays in which
significant accumulation of bacterial biomass occurs, Eq.
19 must be augmented as

+

cNH3
aCHB0,N6+ b 0 2 -+ (a - e)CO,
dH,O
e bacteria.

+

+

(20)

This augmentation accounts for the accumulation of bacteria. The substrate degree of reduction can still be calculated in this case provided that the decrease in DOC
(-ADOC) is also measured. For this case, $, is given by
qc

=

+

eqB- bqO2- 4.2(ADOC ADIC) + 4ADO >
a
ADOC

(21)

where it has been assumed that the accumulation of bacteria, e, is given by the decrease in DOC that is not accounted for in DIC increase. We have also made use of
the observed value for the degree of reduction of bacteria
($,) (see discussion following Eq. 1). Because the above
expressions for 4, assume that NH,+ is the only DIN
participant (consumption of NO,- would significantly alter the equations), NH,+ should be added as a supplement
to these bioassays. Note that this amendment would be
for the purposes of characterizing DOM ($,) and not for
quantifying the rate or efficiency of degradation, which
might be altered.
The relationship shown in Fig. 8A (given by Eq. 17)
can be tested; that is, because 4, is given by Eq. 21 and
bacterial C yield is given by ela or (ADOC + ADIC)/
ADOC, new data can be compared to the model output.
Presently, the relationships between bacterial yield and
growth rate and $, (Eq. 17 and 18 and Fig. 8) are still
unproven for mixed bacterial populations in natural environments. Even if these relationships were found to be
true, it is not known whether there would be enough
variability in 4, to make it a good proxy for DOM usability. Nevertheless, the modeling results provide a ra-

Bacterial bioenergetic model
tional framework upon which t o base experimental approaches.
Theory of ecological thermodynamics-It is uncertain
whether bacteria i n nature have evolved t o maximize
growth rate. Indeed, o n e of the theoretical questions of
ecosystems in general t h a t h a s been debated for decades
is whether nature maximizes the ratio of structure (usually
measured as biomass, B ) t o maintenance metabolism
(usually measured as respiration, R), B :R (Margalef 1968),
or whether it is energy flow itself that is maximized (Odum
197 1).
T h e bioenergetic model is based o n the premise that
bacteria allocate resources so a s t o maximize growth rate.
T h i s premise is difficult t o test because it requires the
assessment of metabolic capabilities of the bacterial consortium a n d the identification of all substrates present i n
the environment a n d their concentrations. Although these
are areas of active research, it will be s o m e time before
precision and accuracy are good enough t o rigorously test
the model under environmental conditions. However,
m a n y of the model results already compare favorably
with experimental observations, which would indicate
that the premise is operative for a t least s o m e subset of
conditions. Other theoretical premises could b e evaluated
by comparing model results based o n other optimization
goals with experimental observations.
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